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This First Amendment to City of Olathe Agreement (“Amendment 2”) is between Axon Enterprise, Inc. 

(f/k/a TASER International, Inc.), a Delaware corporation (“Axon”), and the City of Olathe, Kansas 

(“Agency”). This Amendment 2 is effective as of the last signature date on this Amendment (“Effective 

Date”). Axon and Agency are each a “Party” and collectively “Parties”. 

 

Axon and Agency are parties to the City of Olathe Agreement dated December 15, 2022 (the “Agreement”). 

 

The Parties wish to incorporate further changes into the Agreement in order to expand the scope of offered 

products. 

 

The Parties therefore agree as follows: 

1. The attached documents are hereby incorporated into the Agreement: 

a. TASER Device Appendix 

b. Axon Fleet Appendix 

c. Axon Investigate Appendix 

d. Quote Q-521565-45478.681JK 

 

2. All other terms and conditions of the Agreement shall remain unchanged and in full force and effect. 

Each representative identified below declares that the representative is authorized to execute this 

Amendment as of the date of signature. 

Axon Enterprise, Inc. Agency 

 

Signature:       

 

Signature:       

 

Name:        

 

Name:        

 

Title:         

 

Title:        

 

Date:        

 

Date:         
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TASER Device Appendix 

This TASER Device Appendix applies to Customer’s TASER 7/10, OSP 7/10, OSP Plus, or OSP 7/10 Plus 

Premium purchase from Axon, if applicable. 

1. Duty Cartridge Replenishment Plan. If the Quote includes "Duty Cartridge Replenishment Plan", 
Customer must purchase the plan for each CEW user. A CEW user includes officers that use a CEW in the 
line of duty and those that only use a CEW for training. Customer may not resell cartridges received. Axon 
will only replace cartridges used in the line of duty. 

2. Training. If the Quote includes a TASER On Demand Certification subscription, Customer will have on-
demand access to TASER Instructor and TASER Master Instructor courses only for the duration of the 
TASER Subscription Term. Axon will issue a maximum of ten (10) TASER Instructor vouchers and ten (10) 
TASER Master Instructor vouchers for every thousand TASER Subscriptions purchased. Customer shall 
utilize vouchers to register for TASER courses at their discretion however Customer may incur a fee for 
cancellations less than 10 business days prior to a course date or failure to appear to a registered course. 
The voucher has no cash value. Customer cannot exchange voucher for any other device or service. Any 
unused vouchers at the end of the Term will be forfeited. A voucher does not include any travel or other 
expenses that might be incurred related to attending a course.  

3. Extended Warranty. If the Quote includes an extended warranty, the extended warranty coverage period 
warranty will be for a five- (5-) year term, which includes the hardware manufacturer’s warranty plus the four- 
(4-) year extended term. 

4. Trade-in. If the Quote contains a discount on CEW-related line items and that discount is contingent upon 
the trade-in of hardware, Customer must return used hardware and accessories associated with the discount 
("Trade-In Units") to Axon within the below prescribed timeline. Customer must ship batteries via ground 
shipping. Axon will pay shipping costs of the return. If Axon does not receive Trade-In Units within the 
timeframe below, Axon will invoice Customer the value of the trade-in credit. Customer may not destroy 
Trade-In Units and receive a trade-in credit. 

 

Customer Size Days to Return from Start Date of TASER 10 Subscription  

Less than 100 officers 60 days 

100 to 499 officers 90 days 

500+ officers 180 days 

 

5. TASER Device Subscription Term. The TASER Device Subscription Term for a standalone TASER Device 
purchase begins on shipment of the TASER Device. The TASER Device Subscription Term for OSP 7/10 
begins on the OSP 7/10 start date. 

6. Access Rights. Upon Axon granting Customer a TASER Device Axon Evidence subscription, Customer may 
access and use Axon Evidence for the storage and management of data from TASER Devices devices during 
the TASER Device Subscription Term. Customer may not exceed the number of end users the Quote 
specifies.  

7. Customer Warranty. If Customer is located in the US, Customer warrants and acknowledges that TASER 
10 is classified as a firearm and is being acquired for official Customer use pursuant to a law enforcement 
Customer transfer under the Gun Control Act of 1968. 

8. Purchase Order. To comply with applicable laws and regulations, Customer must provide a purchase 
order to Axon prior to shipment of TASER 10. 

9. Apollo Grant (US only). If Customer has received an Apollo Grant from Axon, Customer must pay all fees 
in the Quote prior to upgrading to any new TASER Device offered by Axon.   
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10. Termination. If payment for TASER Device is more than thirty (30) days past due, Axon may terminate 
Customer’s TASER Device plan by notifying Customer. Upon termination for any reason, then as of the date 
of termination: 

10.1. TASER Device extended warranties and access to Training Content will terminate. No refunds will be 
given. 

10.2. Axon will invoice Customer the remaining MSRP for TASER Devices received before termination. If 
terminating for non-appropriations, Axon will not invoice Customer if Customer returns the TASER 
Device, rechargeable battery, holster, dock, core, training suits, and unused cartridges to Axon within 
thirty (30) days of the date of termination. 

10.3. Customer will be responsible for payment of any missed payments due to the termination before being 
allowed to purchase any future TASER Device plan. 
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Axon Fleet Appendix 

If Axon Fleet is included on the Quote, this Appendix applies. 

1. Customer Responsibilities.  

1.1. Customer must ensure its infrastructure and vehicles adhere to the minimum 
requirements to operate Axon Fleet 2 Axon Fleet 3 or a future Fleet iteration (collectively, 
"Axon Fleet") as established by Axon during the qualifier call and on-site assessment at 
Customer and in any technical qualifying questions. If Customer’s representations are 
inaccurate, the Quote is subject to change.   

1.2. Customer is responsible for providing a suitable work area for Axon or Axon third-party 
providers to install Axon Fleet systems into Customer vehicles. Customer is responsible 
for making available all vehicles for which installation services were purchased, during 
the agreed upon onsite installation dates, Failure to make vehicles available may require 
an equitable adjustment in fees or schedule. 

2. Cradlepoint. If Customer purchases Cradlepoint Enterprise Cloud Manager, Customer will 
comply with Cradlepoint’s end user license agreement. The term of the Cradlepoint license 
may differ from the Axon Evidence Subscription. If Customer requires Cradlepoint support, 
Customer will contact Cradlepoint directly. 

3. Third-party Installer.  Axon will not be liable for the failure of Axon Fleet hardware to operate 
per specifications if such failure results from installation not performed by, or as directed by 
Axon. 

4. Wireless Offload Server. 

4.1. License Grant. Axon grants Customer a non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide, 
perpetual license to use Wireless Offload Server ("WOS"). "Use" means storing, loading, 
installing, or executing WOS solely for data communication with Axon Devices for the 
number of licenses purchased. The WOS term begins upon the start of the Axon 
Evidence Subscription. 

4.2. Restrictions. Customer may not: (a) modify, alter, tamper with, repair, or create 
derivative works of WOS; (b) reverse engineer, disassemble, or decompile WOS, apply 
any process to derive the source code of WOS, or allow others to do so; (c) access or 
use WOS to avoid incurring fees or exceeding usage limits; (d) copy WOS in whole or 
part; (e) use trade secret information contained in WOS; (f) resell, rent, loan or 
sublicense WOS; (g) access WOS to build a competitive device or service or copy any 
features, functions or graphics of WOS; or (h) remove, alter or obscure any 
confidentiality or proprietary rights notices (including copyright and trademark notices) 
of Axon or Axon’s licensors on or within WOS.  

4.3. Updates. If Customer purchases WOS maintenance, Axon will make updates and error 
corrections to WOS ("WOS Updates") available electronically via the Internet or media 
as determined by Axon. Customer is responsible for establishing and maintaining 
adequate Internet access to receive WOS Updates and maintaining computer 
equipment necessary for use of WOS. The Quote will detail the maintenance term. 
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4.4. WOS Support. Upon request by Axon, Customer will provide Axon with access to 
Customer’s store and forward servers solely for troubleshooting and maintenance.  

5. Axon Vehicle Software. 

5.1. License Grant. Axon grants Customer a non-exclusive, royalty-free, worldwide, 
perpetual license to use ViewXL or Dashboard (collectively, "Axon Vehicle Software".) 
"Use" means storing, loading, installing, or executing Axon Vehicle Software solely for 
data communication with Axon Devices. The Axon Vehicle Software term begins upon 
the start of the Axon Evidence Subscription. 

5.2. Restrictions. Customer may not: (a) modify, alter, tamper with, repair, or create 
derivative works of Axon Vehicle Software; (b) reverse engineer, disassemble, or 
decompile Axon Vehicle Software, apply any process to derive the source code of Axon 
Vehicle Software, or allow others to do so; (c) access or use Axon Vehicle Software to 
avoid incurring fees or exceeding usage limits; (d) copy Axon Vehicle Software in whole 
or part; (e) use trade secret information contained in Axon Vehicle Software; (f) resell, 
rent, loan or sublicense Axon Vehicle Software; (g) access Axon Vehicle Software to 
build a competitive device or service or copy any features, functions or graphics of Axon 
Vehicle Software; or (h) remove, alter or obscure any confidentiality or proprietary rights 
notices (including copyright and trademark notices) of Axon or Axon’s licensors on or 
within Axon Vehicle Software. 

6. Acceptance Checklist.  If Axon provides services to Customer pursuant to any statement of 
work in connection with Axon Fleet, within seven (7) days of the date on which Customer 
retrieves Customer's vehicle(s) from the Axon installer, said vehicle having been installed and 
configured with tested and fully and properly operational in-car hardware and software 
identified above, Customer will receive a Professional Services Acceptance Checklist to 
submit to Axon indicating acceptance or denial of said deliverables. 

7. Axon Fleet Upgrade. If Customer has no outstanding payment obligations and has 
purchased the "Fleet Technology Assurance Plan" (Fleet TAP), Axon will provide Customer 
with the same or like model of Fleet hardware ("Axon Fleet Upgrade") as scheduled on the 
Quote. 

7.1. If Customer would like to change models for the Axon Fleet Upgrade, Customer must 
pay the difference between the MSRP for the offered Axon Fleet Upgrade and the MSRP 
for the model desired. The MSRP is the MSRP in effect at the time of the upgrade. 
Customer is responsible for the removal of previously installed hardware and installation 
of the Axon Fleet Upgrade. 

7.2. Within thirty (30) days of receiving the Axon Fleet Upgrade, Customer must return the 
original Axon Devices to Axon or destroy the Axon Devices and provide a certificate of 
destruction to Axon, including serial numbers of the destroyed Axon Devices. If 
Customer does not destroy or return the Axon Devices to Axon, Axon will deactivate the 
serial numbers for the Axon Devices received by Customer. 

8. Axon Fleet Termination. Axon may terminate Customer’s Fleet subscription for non-
payment. Upon any termination: 

8.1. Axon Fleet subscription coverage terminates, and no refunds will be given. 
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8.2. Axon will not and has no obligation to provide the Axon Fleet Upgrade. 

8.3. Customer will be responsible for payment of any missed payments due to the termination 
before being allowed to purchase any future Fleet TAP. 
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Axon Investigate Appendix 

If the Quote includes Axon's On Prem Video Suite known as Axon Investigate or Third Party Video Support 

License, the following appendix shall apply. 

1. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions specified below and upon payment of the applicable 
fees set forth in the Quote, Axon grants to Customer a nonexclusive, nontransferable license to install, use, 
and display the Axon Investigate software ("Software") solely for its own internal use only and for no other 
purpose, for the duration of subscription term set forth in the Quote. This Agreement does not grant Customer 
any right to enhancements or updates, but if such are made available to Customer and obtained by Customer 
they shall become part of the Software and governed by the terms of this Agreement. 

2. Third-Party Licenses. Axon licenses several third-party codecs and applications that are integrated into the 
Software. Users with an active support contract with Axon are granted access to these additional features. 
By accepting this agreement, Customer agrees to and understands that an active support contract is required 
for all of the following features: DNxHD output formats, decoding files via the "fast indexing" method, 
proprietary file metadata, telephone and email support, and all future updates to the software. If Customer 
terminates the annual support contract with Axon, the features listed above will be disabled within the 
Software. It is recommended that users remain on an active support contract to maintain the full functionality 
of the Software. 

3. Restrictions on Use. Customer may not permit any other person to use the Software unless such use is in 
accordance with the terms of this Agreement. Customer may not modify, translate, reverse engineer, reverse 
compile, decompile, disassemble or create derivative works with respect to the Software, except to the extent 
applicable laws specifically prohibit such restrictions. Customer may not rent, lease, sublicense, grant a 
security interest in or otherwise transfer Customer’s rights to or to use the Software. Any rights not granted 
are reserved to Axon. 

4. Term. For purchased perpetual Licenses only—excluding Licenses leased for a pre-determined period, 
evaluation licenses, companion licenses, as well as temporary licenses--the license shall be perpetual unless 
Customer fails to observe any of its terms, in which case it shall terminate immediately, and without additional 
prior notice. The terms of Paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 8 and 9 shall survive termination of this Agreement. For 
licenses leased for a pre-determined period, for evaluation licenses, companion licenses, as well as 
temporary licenses, the license is granted for a period beginning at the installation date and for the duration 
of the evaluation period or temporary period as agreed between Axon and Customer. 

5. Title. Axon and its licensors shall have sole and exclusive ownership of all right, title, and interest in and to 
the Software and all changes, modifications, and enhancements thereof (including ownership of all trade 
secrets and copyrights pertaining thereto), regardless of the form or media in which the original or copies 
may exist, subject only to the rights and privileges expressly granted by Axon. This Agreement does not 
provide Customer with title or ownership of the Software, but only a right of limited use. 

6. Copies. The Software is copyrighted under the laws of the United States and international treaty provisions. 
Customer may not copy the Software except for backup or archival purposes, and all such copies shall 
contain all Axon’s notices regarding proprietary rights as contained in the Software as originally provided to 
Customer. If Customer receives one copy electronically and another copy on media, the copy on media may 
be used only for archival purposes and this license does not authorize Customer to use the copy of media 
on an additional server. 

7. Actions Required Upon Termination. Upon termination of the license associated with this Agreement, 
Customer agrees to destroy all copies of the Software and other text and/or graphical documentation, 
whether in electronic or printed format, that describe the features, functions and operation of the Software 
that are provided by Axon to Customer ("Software Documentation") or return such copies to Axon.  
Regarding any copies of media containing regular backups of Customer's computer or computer system, 
Customer agrees not to access such media for the purpose of recovering the Software or online Software 
Documentation. 

8. Export Controls. None of the Software, Software Documentation or underlying information may be 
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downloaded or otherwise exported, directly or indirectly, without the prior written consent, if required, of the 
office of Export Administration of the United States, Department of Commerce, nor to any country to which 
the U.S. has embargoed goods, to any person on the U.S. Treasury Department’s list of Specially Designated 
Nations, or the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Table of Denials. 

9. U.S. Government Restricted Rights. The Software and Software Documentation are Commercial 
Computer Software provided with Restricted Rights under Federal Acquisition Regulations and Customer 
supplements to them. Use, duplication or disclosure by the U.S. Government is subject to restrictions as set 
forth in subparagraph (c)(1)(ii) of the Rights in Technical Data and Computer Software clause at DFAR 
255.227-7013 et. Seq. or 252.211-7015, or subparagraphs (a) through (d) of the Commercial Computer 
Software Restricted Rights at FAR 52.227-19, as applicable, or similar clauses in the NASA FAR 
Supplement. Contractor/manufacturer is Axon Enterprise, Inc., 17800 North 85th Street, Scottsdale, Arizona 
85255. 
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